Minutes of Meeting for 24th Empowered Review Committee
{ERC) of AIIMS, Bhubaneswar held on 28th June 2017 in the
Conference hall of Director at 3.00PM.
"'"Persons Attended
MIS HSCe Ltd.

AIIMS
1. The Director,

1.

Mr. Chandan Patnaik

2. The Dy. Director (Admin)

2.

Mr. Mithilesh Kumar

3. The Financial Advisor
4. The Superintending

Engineer.

5. The F & CAO
5. The Executive Engineer (Electrical).
6. Executive Engineer (Civil)
At the outset SE welcomed all the members present in the meeting. During the
discussion SE explained to all the ERC members that, the huge deviation and extra items
are due to erroneous BOQ done by the DDPR in the initial period of tender, which were not
at all considered at that time. As the work progressed and final shop drawings are
prepared, and submitted these huge variation was detected and the items in deviation
quantities are necessary to complete the work as per the final floor drawing. It was
unanimously decided by all the ERC members that such type of gross mistake should be
brought to the notice of Ministry of Health and Family Welfare for taking up action against
the DDPRC.

Package-I
Civil works (Deviated items)
1)

BOQ Item - 9.1 - 12 mm Thick cement plaster of mix 1:6 (1 cement: 6 fine sand)

Reason of variation- Above items in BOQ was 13814 Sqm but work done quantity as per
actual site condition is 54365.35 Sqm. It may be noted that this huge variation of said item
came due to erroneous estimation by DDPRC. Agency has informed project cell / PC about
deviation vide letter no -CCCL/AIIMS/513 dated 19th [an 2013 & CCCL/AIIMS/776 dated
21st Sept 2013. Agency has executed the work as per instruction of PC/Project cell and as
per GFC/Shop drawings and schedule of finishes No. - 2007132/ AR(SB)/C/SF /PKG - 1/ APage 1 of 21

01 dated 27/01/2011
to complete the project to run the medical college .Running Bills of
above deviated items has also been paid at BOQ rate as per instruction of project cell.
Quantity & Rate for approval- The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of BOQ is
(13814+4144.2)
17958.2Sqm
and Quantity
beyond
30%= (54365.35-17958.2)
=36407.15 Sqm is proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs.124.50.
Comments of PC:- The deviation in quantity is due to erroneous estimation by DDPRC .
The above item has already been done and payment has also been made at BOQ rate long
back as per instruction of project cell and project consultant. Deviated Quantity has been
checked and found in order and it may be approved.
Financial implicationThe market rate analysis per Sqm is Rs.124.50 so the total
financial implication for 36407.15 Sqm will be 36407.15 X 124.50 = Rs.45,32,690.17.
Recommendation
and Acceptance of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decisi.on and approval of ERC - Out of deviation qty. above 30% i.e. 36407.15 sqm. the
quantity 31407.15sqm has already been paid in BOQ. rate i.e. 31407.15 X Rs. 109.00 = Rs.
3423379.35. As the work has already been completed, the difference of current market
rate @124.50 and BOQ. Rate @109.00 is = Rs. 124.50 - Rs. 109.00 = Rs. 15.50. The
quantity above 30% 31407.15 may be paid @15.50 and rest above 30% i.e. 5000 sqm may
be paid @124.50. So the total financial implication for the payment to contractor is
=31407.15 X Rs.15.50+5000 X Rs.124.50=RS. 1109310.83
After due deliberation,
work.

2)

the ERC approved

the quantity,

Rate, amount

for the above said

BOQ Item -9.2- 15mm Thick cement plaster on the rough side of single or half brick wall
of mix 1:6 (1 cement: 6 fine sand)
Reason of variation- Above items in BOQ was 8751 Sqm but work done quantity as per
actual site condition is 16009.59 Sqm. It may be noted that this huge variation of said item
came due to erroneous estimation of DDPRe. Agency has informed project cell / PC about
deviation vide letter no -CCCL/AIIMS/513 dated 19th [an 2013 & CCCL/AIIMS/776 dated
21st Sept 2013. Agency has executed the work as per instruction of PC/Project cell and as
per GFC/Shop drawings and schedule of finishes No. - 2007132/ AR(SB)/C/SF /PKG - 1/A01 dated 27/01/2011
to complete the project to run the medical college .Running Bills of
above deviated items has also been paid at BOQ rate as per instruction of project cell.
Quantity & Rate for approval- The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of BOQ is
(8751+2625.30)
11376.30Sqm
and Quantity beyond 30% = (16009.59-11376.30)
=
4633.29 Sqm is proposed to be approved at the Local market rate ofRs.143.73.

~
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Comments of PC: - The deviation in quantity is due to erroneous estimation by DDPRe.
The above item has already been done and payment has also been made at BOQ rate long
back as per instruction of project cell and project consultant. Deviated Quantity has been
checked and found in order and it may be approved.
Financial implicationThe market rate analysis per Sqm is Rs.143.73 so the total
financial implication for 4633.29Sqm will be 4633.29 X 143.73 = Rs. 6,65,942.77.
Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decision and approval of ERC - Out of deviation qty above 30% i.e 4633.29, the quantity
3633.29 sqm. has already been paid in BOQ. Rate i.e. 3633.29 X Rs. 127.00 = Rs.
461427.83. As the work has already been completed the difference of current market rate
@143.73 and BOQ. Rate @127.00 is 16.73 is = Rs.143.73- Rs.127.00 = Rs. 16.73. The
quantity above 30%, 3633.29 may be paid @16.73 and rest above 30% 1000 sqm may be
paid @143.73. So the total financial implication for the payment to contractor is =3633.29
X 16.73 + 1000 X 143.73 = RS. 204514.95.
After due deliberation,
work.
3.

the ERC approved

the quantity,

Rate, amount

for the above said

BOQ Item -9.3- 18mm cement plaster in two coats under layer 12mm cement plaster 1:5
(1 cement: 5 coarse sand) and top layer 6mm thick cement plaster of mix: 1:3 (1 cement:
3coarse sand) finished rough with sponge.
Reason of variation- Above items in BOQ was 38329 Sqm but work done quantity as per
actual site condition is 70419.64 Sqm. It may be noted that this huge variation of said item
came due to erroneous estimation of DDPRe. Agency has informed project cell / PC about
deviation vide letter no -CCCL/AIIMS/513 dated 19th [an 2013 & CCCL/AIIMS/776 dated
21st Sept 2013. Agency has executed the work as per instruction of PC/Project cell and as
per GFC/Shop drawings and schedule of finishes No. - 2007132/ AR(SB)/C/SF /PKG - 1/A01 dated 27/01/2011
to complete the project to run the medical college .Running Bills of
above deviated items has also been paid at BOQ rate as per instruction of project cell.
Quantity & Rate for approvalThe Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of BOQ is
(38339.00+ 11501.70) 49840.70Sqm
and Quantity beyond 30% = (70419.64 -49840.70)
=20578.94 Sqm is proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs.205.65.
Comments of PC: - The deviation in quantity is due to erroneous estimation by DDPRe.
The above item has already been done and payment has also been made at BOQ rate long
back as per instruction of project cell and project consultant. Deviated Quantity has been
checked and found in order and it may be approved.
Financial implicationThe market rate analysis per Sqm is Rs.205.65so
the total
financial implication for 20578.94 Sqm will be 20,578.94 x 205.65 = Rs.42,32,059.01
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Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decision and approval of ERC - Out of deviation qty. above 30% i.e. 20578.94 Sqm, the
quantity of 19578.94 sqm. has already been paid in BOQ. rate. i.e. 19578.94 X 200.00 = Rs.
3915788.00. As the work has already been completed, the difference of current market
rate @205.65 and BOQ. rate @200.00 is = Rs. 205.65 - Rs. 200.00 = Rs. 5.65. The quantity
above 30% 19578.94sqm. may be paid @5.65 and rest above 30% 1000 sqm may be paid
@205.65. So the total financial implication for the payment to contractor is =19578.94 X
5.65+ 1000 X 205.65=RS. 316271.01.
.
After due deliberation,
work.
4)

the ERC approved

the quantity,

Rate, amount

for the above said

BOQ Item - 9.4- 6mm cement plaster of mix: 1:3 (1 cement: 3 fine sand)
Reason of variation- Above items in BOQ was 11436 Sm but work done quantity as per
actual site condition is 16435.28 Sqm. It may be noted that this huge variation of said item
came due to erroneous estimation of DDPRe. Agency has informed project cell / PC about
deviation vide letter no -CCCL/AIIMS/5 13 dated 19th [an 2013 & CCCL/AIIMS/776 dated
21st Sept 2013. Agency has executed the work as per instruction of PC/Project cell and as
per GFC/Shop drawings and schedule of finishes No. - 2007132/ AR(SB)/C/SF /PKG - 1/A01 dated 27/01/2011
to complete the project to run the medical college .Running Bills of
above deviated items has also been paid at BOQ rate as per instruction of project cell.
Quantity & Rate for approvalThe Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of BOQ is
(11436.00+3430.80)
14866.80Sqm
and Quantity beyond 30% = (16435.28-14866.80)
=
1568.48 Sqm is proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs.114.74.·
Comments of PC: - The deviation in quantity is due to erroneous estimation by DDPRC .
The above item has already been done and payment has also been made at BOQ rate long
back as per instruction of project cell and project consultant. Deviated Quantity has been
checked and found in order and it may be approved.
Financial implicationThe market rate analysis per Sqm is Rs.114.74 so the total
financial implication for 1568.48Sqm will be 1568.48 xl14.74 =Rs. 1,79,967.40
Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.
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the ERC approved

the quantity,

Package - II

HVAC Work
ITEM No. - #2.0
Supply, installation, testing and balancing of factory fabricated rectangular
aluminium ducting of following thickness including necessary supports, hangers,
nut bolts, gaskets, splitter dampers, vanes, canvas connections etc. complete as per
specifications.
5)

i) Aluminum Duct -1.25mm
Reason of variation History
As per BOQ QTY is 0 SQMTRS and only the rate Rs. 1300.00 was given, but as per approved
GFC drawing No. - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06 sheet 5 of 5 and 3 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4
of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of 6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of
7 and 50f 7 and site requirement
QTY- will be 250 SQMTRS and the same was not
procured by the BSL due to non finalization of OT work. This items is now required for Air
Conditioning the OTs, as few months back the OT tender was finalized by Ministry. The
work is under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by PC.

Location of Item to be Fixed - For OT area AHU ducting.
Comments of PC- As per GFC drawing and as per actual site condition & due to urgency of
work of OT's, the calculated quantity 250sqmt is recommended for approval in current
market rate as mentioned below. However the payment will be made as per the actual
measurement at site.
Recommendation

and Acceptance of EIC = The ErC has accepted

submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERC.

the rate analysis
corrections (if any) of

Decision and approval of ERC- During the discussion the ERC members inquired how a
BOQ items are zero in the original tender document. To give the total quantity as deviated
items in present market rate, FA as given a suggestion that 30% of total quantity is paid on
BOQ rate and balance in the market rate which is approved at 30% in the BOQ rate and
balance in the market rate. The proposal is unanimously approved by all ERC members.

Quantity, Rate and Total financial Implication - The Total 250 sqmtr is proposed to be
approved out of which 75sqmtr at the rate Rs. 1300.00 and balance 175 sqmtr, at the
Local market rate of Rs. 1690.00. So the total financial implication for 250 sqmtr will be
Rs. 1300.00 x 75 + Rs. 1690.00 x 175= Rs.3,93,250.00.
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ii) Aluminum Duct - 1.0mm
Reason of variation History
As per BOQ QTY is 0 SQMTRS and only the rate Rs. 1015.00 was given, but as per approved
GFC drawing No. - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06 sheet 5 of 5 and 3 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4
of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of 6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of
7 and 50f 7 and site requirement
QTY- will be 1200 SQMTRS and the same was not
procured by the BSL due to non finalization of OT work. This items is now required for Air
Conditioning the OTs, as few months back the OT tender was finalized by Ministry. The
work is under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by PC,
Location of Item to be Fixed - For OT area AHU ducting.
Comments of PC- As per GFC drawing and as per actual site condition & due to urgency of
work of OT's, the calculated quantity 1200 sqmt is recommended for approval in current
market rate as mentioned below. However the payment will be made as per the actual
measurement at site.
Quantity. Rate and Total financial Implication - The Total 1200 sqmtr is proposed to
be approved at the Local market rate of Rs. 1574.00 So the total financial implication for
1200 sqmtr will be Rs. 1574.00 x 1200 = Rs. 18,88,800.00.
Recommendation
and Acceptance of EIC = The ElC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERC.
Decision and approval of ERC - During the discussion the ERC members inquired how a
BOQ items are zero in the original tender document. To give the total quantity as deviated
items in present market rate, FA has given a suggestion that 30% of total quantity to be
paid on BOQ rate and balance in the market rate which is approved at 30% in the BOQ rate
and balance in the market rate. The proposal is approved by ERC. The proposal is
unanimously approved by all ERC members.
Quantity. Rate and Total financial Implication - The Total 1200 sqmtr is proposed to
be approved out of which 360 sqmtr at the rate Rs. 1015.00 and balance 840 sqrntr, at the
Local market rate of Rs. 1574.00. So the total financial implication for 1200 sqmtr will be
Rs. 1015.00 x 360 + Rs. 1574.00 x 840 = Rs.16, 87,560.00
7)

iv) Aluminum Duct - 0.63mm
Reason of variation History
As per BOQ QTY is 400 SQMTRS but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 5 of 5 and 3 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04
sheet 4 of 6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7 and site requirement
QTY- will be 2020 SQMTRS. The work is under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the
quantity deviated as per the site condition as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For OT area AHU ducting.
~(}/
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Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 1500 sqmtr may be approved to facilitate
the HVACservices in OT areas of Hospital Complex. However, the payment will be made as
per the actual measurement at site.
Quantity. Rate and Total financial Implication
- The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within
30% of BOQ is (400+ 120.00) 520 sqmtr and Quantity beyond 30% = (2020-520)
1500
sqmtr is proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs.999.00. So the total
financial implication for 1500 sqmtr will be Rs. 999.00 x 1500 = Rs.14,98,500.00.

=

Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERC.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.
8)

the ERC approved

the quantity,

BOQ Item No. - #3 - Duct acoustic - 10 mm thk open Cell melamine foam
Supply and fixing acoustic lining of 10 mm thick open cell melamine foam on the
inner side of ducting including providing, fixing and finishing the same and covered
with 0.63 mm perforated
aluminium
sheet as per specifications
for ducts as
required
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 2200 SQMTRS but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 3,4,5 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of
6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7 I
BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-01 sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and site requirement QTY- will be 7360 SQMTRS. The
work is under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For duct acoustic from AHU to plenum box and HRU
ducting for noise elimination in duct to transmit further near AHU rooms.
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 4500 sqrntr may be approved for sound
proof AHU in Hospital Complex. However the payment will be made as per the actual
measurement at site.
Quantity. Rate and Total financial Implication
- The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within
30% of BOQ is (2200+660) 2860sqmtr
and Quantity beyond 30% = 7360-2860=
4500
sqmtr is proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs. 2149.00. So the total
financial implication for 4500sqmtr will be Rs.2149.00 x 4500 = Rs. 96,70,500.00.
Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
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Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation, the ERC approved the quantity,
Rate, amount for the above said work, with a condition that the HVAC expert from HSCC
will give a certificate in this regards that the rates and quantities are genuine and this
items with its specification is techno-essential part of the total HVACsystem. The item will
be paid as per the actual measurement at the site. Payment may be withheld till the date.
9)

BOQ Item No. - 1.0 A - MS Pipe Exposed - (xii) 50 mm
Supply, laying/fixing,
testing and commissioning
of following sizes of chilled water
MS ERW heavy class piping confirming to IS : 1239/IS:3589
with necessary clamps,
supports,
anti-vibration
mountings,
hangers
and fittings such ~s bends, tees,
reducers
etc. (but excluding valves, strainers,
gauges, etc.) duly insulated
with
polyurethane
foam machine
cut shiplap joint pipe section pre-laminated
with
aluminum foil and finally applying aluminum tape at joints as per specifications.
MS
Pipe Exposed
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 2465 RMTRS but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 3,4,5 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of
6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7 I
BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-Ol sheet 5,6,7 of7 and site requirement QTY- will be 3384.5 RMTRS. The
work is under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For AHU/FCU/CSU supply and return chilled water pipe
line connection.
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 180 rmtr may be approved to make the
FCU I AHU functional in Hospital Complex. However the payment will be made as per the
actual measurement at site.
Quantity. Rate and Financial implicationThe Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (2465+ 739.5)= 3204.5 Rmtr and Quantity beyond 30% = (3384.5-3204.5)=180
rmt is proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs.1605.00.
So the total
financial implication for 180rmtr will be Rs. 1605 x 180 = Rs. 2,88,900.00.
Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.
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the ERC approved

the quantity,

J

BOQ Item No. - 7.0 (i) - GI pipe expose 32MM
Supply, installation,
testing and commissioning
of G.I. 'B' class insulated
drain
piping conforming
to IS:1239 with necessary
clamps, supports,
antivibration
mountings, hangers and fittings ego Bends, tees, reducers etc. as per specification
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 186 RMTRS but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 3,4,5 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of
6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7 I
BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-01 sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and as per site measurement for AHUs and CSUs drain
line to nearest feasible drain point and site requirement QTY- will be 841.8 RMTRS. The
work is under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For AHU condensate
condition.

drain line to drain line as per site

Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 600 rmtr may be approved to make the
FCU j-AHU functional in Hospital Complex. However the payment will be made as per the
actual measurement at site.
Quantity. Rate and Financial implicationThe Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (186 +55.80) = 241.80 rmtr and Quantity beyond 30% = 841.80 - 241.80= 600
rmtr is proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs.715.00. So the total
financial implication for 600 rmtr will be Rs.715.00 x 600 = Rs. 4,29,000.
Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The ErC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.
11)

the ERC approved

the quantity,

BOQ Item No. - 7.0 (ii) - GI pipe expose 25MM
Supply, installation,
testing and commissioning
of G.I. 'B' class insulated
drain
piping conforming
to IS:1239 with necessary
clamps, supports,
antivibration
mountings, hangers and fittings ego Bends, tees, reducers etc. as per specification
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 500 RMTRS but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 3,4,5 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of
6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7 I
BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-01 sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and as per site measurement for AHUs and CSUs drain
line to nearest feasible drain point and site requirement QTY- will be 2150 RMTRS. The
work is 'under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site

('
~

co.ndition as recommended

by

rr;
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Location of Item to be Fixed - For FCU/CSU condensate drain line to exhaust drain line
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 1500 rmtr may be approved to make the
FCU I AHU functional in Hospital Complex. However the payment will be made as per the
actual measurement at site.
Quantity. Rate and Financial implicationThe Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (500 + 150) = 650 rmtr and Quantity beyond 30% = 2150 - 650= 1500 rmtr is
proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs.605.00. So the total financial
implication for 1500 rmtr will be Rs. 605 x 1500 = Rs. 9, 07,500. 00.
Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERC.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.
12)

the ERC approved

the quantity,

BOQ No. - #10 - Supply Air diffuser with VCD
Supply, installation,
testing and commissioning
of square/rectangular
powder
coated extruded
aluminium
supply air diffusers
of various
sizes with volume
control dampers, and complete as per specifications.
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 320 SQMTRS but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 3,4,5 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of
6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7/
BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-01 sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and site requirement QTY- will be 616 SQMTRS. The
work is under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For chilled air flow supply for wards to hand over E, F
blocks, ICU areas ete.
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 200 sqmtr may be approved to provide the
chilled air to the different air conditioned area of the Hospital Building. However the
payment will be made as per the actual measurement at site.
Quantity. Rate and Financial implication
The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (320+ 96) = 416 sqmtr and Quantity beyond 30% = (616 - 416)
200sqmtr
is
proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs. 12634.00. So the total financial
n

=

implication for 382mtr will be Rs. 12634.00 x 200 = Rs. 25,26,800.
Recommendation
and Acceptance
of ElC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decision

and approval

of ERC - After due deliberation,

the ERC approved

the quantity,

Rate, amount for the above said work.
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BOQ Item No - #11 - Return Air Diffuser without
VCD
Supply, installation,
testing
and commissioning
of square/rectangular
powder
coated extruded aluminium
return/exhaust
air diffusers of various sizes complete
without volume control dampers, and as per specifications.
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 335 SQMTRS but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 3,4,5 of 5/ BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of
6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7 I
BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-01 sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and site requirement QTY- will be 660.5 SQMTRS. The
work is under scope of M/s L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated 3.S per the site
condition as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For chilled air flow return from wards to hand over E, F
blocks, ICU areas etc.
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 225 sqmtr may be approved to provide the
return air from the different air conditioned area of the Hospital Building. However the
payment will be made as per the actual measurement at site.
Quantity, Rate and Financial implication-The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (335+ 100.5) = 435.5 sqmtr and Quantity beyond 30% = 660.5 - 435.5=225sqmtr
is proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs.10450.00. So the total financial
implication for 225 sqmtr will be Rs. 10450.00 x 225 = Rs. 23,51,250.00.
Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERC.
Decision

and approval

of ERC - After due deliberation,

the ERC approved

the quantity,

Rate, amount for the above said work.
14)

BOQ Item No. - #12 - Linear Grilles
Supply, installation,
testing and commissioning
of continuous,
linear powder
extruded aluminium grilles of various sizes complete as per specifications.

coated

Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 24 SQMTRS but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 3,4,5 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of
6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7 I
BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-Ol sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and site requirement QTY- will be 237.2 SQMTRS. The
work is under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For chilled air flow supply and return in doctor rooms to
be hand over in E, F blocks, ICU areas etc.
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 206 sqmtr may be approved to facilitate
chilled air supply and return in hospital block. However the payment will be made as per

(\e
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Quantity, Rate and Financial implication--

The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of

BOQ is (24+7.2) = 31.2 mtr and Quantity beyond 30% = 237.2 - 31.2 = 206 sqmtr is
proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs. 6212.00. So the total financial
implication for 206 sqmtr will be Rs. 6212.00 x 206 = Rs. 12,79,672.00.
Recommendation
and Acceptance of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.
15)

the ERC approved

the quantity,

BOQ Item No. - #13 - Exhaust Air Grill with VCD and Adjustable Louver
Supply, installation,
testing and commissioning
of powder
coated extruded
aluminium exhaust air grilles of various sizes, with volume control dampers and
adjustable
horizontal
and vertical
air deflection
louvers
complete
as per
specifications.
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 30 SQMTRS but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 3,4,5 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of
6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7 I
BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-01 sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and site requirement QTY- will be 75 SQMTRS./BOQ
QTY-220 MTRSI AS PER SITE QTY-3636 MTRS. The work is under scope of Mis L&T
(Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site condition as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For controlling exhaust air activities in AHU rooms of ICU
areas and OT area and toilet areas etc.
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 36 sqmtr may be approved to facilitate
fresh air and chilled air. However the payment will be made as per the actual
measurement at site.
Quantity, Rate and Financial implication-- The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (30+9) = 39 Sqmtr and Quantity beyond 30% = 75-39=36sqmtr
is proposed to be
approved at the Local market rate of Rs. 11,432.00. So the total financial implication for
3350mtr will be Rs. 11,432 x 36 = Rs.4,11,552.00.
Recommendation
and Acceptance of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.

16)

the ERC approved

BOQ Item No. - #14 - Exhaust Air Grill without VCD and Adjustable
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the quantity,

Louver.

Supply, installation, testing and commissioning of powder coated extruded
aluminium exhaust air grilles of various sizes, without volume control dampers and
adjustable horizontal and vertical air deflection louvers complete as per
specifications.
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 87 SQMtrs but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 3,4,5 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of
6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7IBSL-AIIMS-HB-L~02 sheet 2 of 7 I
BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-01 sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and site requirement QTY- will be 143.1 SQMTRS. The
work is under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by Pc.

Location of Item to be Fixed - For exhaust air activities in AHU rooms of lCU areas and
OT area and toilet areas ete.

Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 30 Sqmtr may be approved
fresh .air and chilled
measurement at site.

air. However

the

payment

will be made

to facilitate
as per the actual

Quantity. Rate and Financial implication The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (87+26.1) 113.1sqmtr and Quantity beyond 30% = (143.1 - 113.1) =30sqmtr is
proposed to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs. 7769.00. So the total financial
implication for 30sqmtr will be Rs.7769.00 x 30 = Rs. 2,33,070.00.
u

Recommendation

and Acceptance of EIC = The ElC has accepted

submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.

Decision and approval of ERC- After due deliberation,

the rate analysis
corrections (if any) of

the ERC approved

the quantity,

Rate, amount for the above said work.

17)

BOQ ITEM - #15 - Fresh Air Louver with Bird Screen
Supply, installation, testing and commissioning of powder coated extruded aluminium
fresh air louvers with aluminium bird screen and volume control damper as per
specifications.
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 79 Sqmtrs but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06
sheet 3,4,5 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of
6 and 5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7 I
BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-01 sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and site requirement QTY- will be 122.7 SQMTRS. The
work is under scope of Mis L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site

(':'con:tion

as recommended by rc
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Location of Item to be Fixed - For exhaust air and fresh air in out activities in store
rooms and toilet areas ete.
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 20 Sqmtr may be approved to facilitate
fresh air and chilled air. However the payment will be made as per the actual
measurement at site.
Quantity, Rate and Financial implication-The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of BOQ is

=

(79+23.7) = 102.7sqmtr and Quantity beyond 30% = (122.7 - 102.7)
20 sqmtr is proposed
to be approved at the Local market rate of Rs. 10497.00. So the total financial implication for
20sqmtr will be Rs.10497.00 x 20 = Rs. 2,09,940.00.
Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERC.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
amount for the above said work.
18)

the ERC approved

the quantity, Rate,

BOQ ITEM 2.0 b - Butter Fly Valve - iv) 125mm
Supply, installation,
testing and commissioning
of following valves, strainers,
in the
chilled water piping complete with companion flanges, nuts, bolts, gaskets, supports, etc.
and duly insulated and painted as per specifications.
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 02nos but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06 sheet
3,4,5 of 51 BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of 6 and
5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7 I BSLAIIMS-HB-L-01 sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and site requirement
QTY- will be 23nos. The work is
under scope of Mjs L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site condition
as recommended by RC.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For chilled water connection to AHU jFCU jCSU of ward in
E, F blocks, ICU areas and OT areas etc
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 20 nos may be approved chilled water pipe
lines and ete. However the payment will be made as per the actual measurement at site.
Quantity, Rate and Financial implication-The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (2+1) = 03nos and Quantity beyond 30% = (23 -03)
20 nos is proposed to be
approved at the Local market rate of Rs. 5563.00. So the total financial implication for

=

20nos will be Rs.5563.00

x 20

= Rs. 1, 11,260.00.

Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERC.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.
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the ERC approved

the quantity,

)

BOQ ITEM -5.0 b - Valve and Steiner - ii) 100mm
Supply, installation,
testing and commissioning
of the following
valves, and
strainers for condenser water piping complete with companion flanges, nut bolts,
gaskets, supports, etc. and painted all as required as per specifications.
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 05nos but as per approved GFC drawing - BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-06 sheet
3,4,5 of 5/ BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-05 sheet 4 of 5 and 5 of 5/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-04 sheet 4 of 6 and
5 of 6/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-03 sheet 4 of 7 and 50f 7/BSL-AIIMS-HB-L-02 sheet 2 of 7/ BSLAIIMS-HB-L-01 sheet 5,6,7 of 7 and site requirement
QTY- will be 12nos. The work is
under scope of M/s L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site condition
as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For chilled water connection
E, F blocks, ICU areas and OT areas etc

to AHU/FCU /CSU of ward in

Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e 05nos may be approved chilled water pipe
lines and etc. However the payment will be made as per the actual measurement at site.
Quantity. Rate and Financial implication-- The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (5+2) = 07nos and Quantity beyond 30% = (12 -07) = 05nos is proposed to be
approved at the Local market rate of Rs. 4716.00. So the total financial implication for
05nos will be Rs.4716.00 x 05 = Rs. 23,580.00.
Recommendation
and Acceptance of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERC.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.

the ERC approved

the quantity,

Nurse Call System
20)

BOQ ITEM - 15.1
Supply & Drawing

of CAT-5e Cable coaxial

copper

conductor

cable in existing

surface / recessed steel / PVC conduit as required.
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 31,100 MTR but as per approved GFC drawing - PES/EB/NCS/ZL,
PES/EB/NCS/ONL,
PES/EB/NCS/TWL,
PES/EB/NCS/THRL,
PES/EB/NCS/FOTHL,
PES/EB/NCS/FIFHL, PES/EB/NCS/SIXL and site requirement QTY- will be 51930 MTR.
The work is under scope of M/s L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the
site condition as recommended by PC,
Location of Item to be Fixed - For facilitating the NCS cabling work in the bed of E, F,
blocks.
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Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e 11S00MTR may be approved to activate the
Nurse call system in different wards of Hospital Complex. However the payment will be
made as per the actual measurement at site.
Quantity, Rate and Financial implication-- The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (31,100 + 9,330) = 40430 MTR and Quantity beyond 30% = (51,930 - 40430) =
11,500MTR is proposed to be approved at the market rate of Rs. 26.42. So the total
financial implication for 11,SOOMTR will be Rs.26.42 x 11,SOOMTR = Rs. 3,03,830.00.
Recommendation
and Acceptance of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.
21)

the ERC approved

the quantity,

BOQ ITEM - 1S.2(d)
Providing and fixing of digital nurse call system for private ward, observation, post
operative, etc. including single patient station, audio pull cord system, room
indicator, hand remote, nursing station, console (LCD), power supply, terminal
cabinet, network interface module for following bed system including facility to
integrate with IBMS system: 10 Bed System
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 7.00 nos. but as per approved GFC drawing - PES/EB/NCS/ZL,
PES/EB/NCS/ONL,
PES/EB/NCS/TWL,
PES/EB/NCS/THRL,
PES/EB/NCS/FOTHL,
PES/EB/NCS/FIFHL, PES/EB/NCS/SIXL and site requirement
QTY- will be 10 Nos. The
work is under scope of M/s L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by pe.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For facilitating the Nurse Call System work in the bed of I
& J blocks.
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 1 Nos. may be approved to activate the
Nurse call system in different wards of Hospital Complex. However the payment will be
made as per the actual measurement at site.
Quantity, Rate and Financial implication
The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (7 + 2) = 9 Nos. and Quantity beyond 30% = (10 - 9) = 1 No. is proposed to be
approved at the market rate of Rs. 14,20,291.66.
So the total financial implication for 1
No. will be Rs.14,20,291.00
x 1 no. = Rs. 14,20,291.00.
n

Recommendation
and Acceptance of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted' by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended

Cr ~/
V
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to ERe.
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Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.
22)

the ERC approved

the quantity,

BOQ ITEM - is.2(e)
Providing and fixing of digital nurse call system for private ward, observation, post
operative, etc. including single patient station, audio pull cord system, room
indicator, hand remote, nursing station, console (LCD), power supply, terminal
cabinet, network interface module for following bed system including facility to
integrate with IBMS system: 6 Bed System
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 7.00 nos. but as per approved GFC drawing - PESjEBjNCSjZL,
PESjEBjNCSjONL,
PESjEBjNCSjTWL,
PESjEBjNCSjTHRL,
PESjEBjNCSjFOTHL,
PESjEBjNCSjFIFHL, PESjEBjNCSjSIXL and site requirement
QTY- will be 10 Nos. The
work is under scope of Mjs L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For facilitating the Nurse Call System work in the bed of I
& J blocks.
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 1 Nos. may be approved to activate the
Nurse call system in different wards of Hospital Complex. However the payment will be
made as per the actual measurement at site.
Quantity, Rate and Financial implication-- The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (7 + 2) = 9 Nos. and Quantity beyond 30% = (10 - 9) = 1 No. is proposed to be
approved at the market rate of Rs. 11,81,341.11. So the total financial implication for 1
No. will be Rs. 11,81,341.11 x 1 no. = Rs. 11,81,341.11.
Recommendation
and Acceptance of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERC.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.

23)

the ERC approved

the quantity,

BOQ ITEM - is.3@).
Providing and fixing of digital nurse call system (DNCS) for general ward including
nurse station and bed side patient station wth push button and room indicator,
power supply, terminal cabinet, network interface module for following bed system
including facility to integrate with IBMS system: 30 DNCS (30 bed side patient
station with remote + 4 room indicator).
Reason of variationHistory
As per BOQ QTY is 13 nos. but as per approved GFC drawing - PESjEBjNCSjZL,
PESjEBjNCSjONL,
PESjEBjNCSjTWL,
PESjEBjNCSjTHRL,
PESjEBjNCSjFOTHL,

work is under scope of M/s L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site
condition as recommended by Pc.
Location of Item to be Fixed - For facilitating the Nurse Call System work in the bed of E
& F blocks
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 1 no. may be approved to activate the
Nurse call system in different wards of Hospital Complex. However the payment will be
made as per the actual measurement at site.
Quantity, Rate and Financial implication-The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (13+4) = 17 Nos. and Quantity beyond 30% = (18-17)
1 No. is proposed to be
approved at the market rate ofRs. 5,73,679.35. So the total financial implication for 1 No.
will be Rs. 5,73,679.35 x 1 no. = Rs. 5,73,679.35.

=

Recommendation
and Acceptance
of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERC.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.

the ERC approved

the quantity,

CCTVSystem
24)

BOQ ITEM - 13.1, BOQ ITEM - 13.3, BOQ ITEM - 13.5 was discussed.
Participating in the discussion members of ERC failed that the deviate
cameras and 16 channel encoders are not applicable as the cameras are
analog type and much higher version HDR cameras are available in the
market. Therefore in the deviation in these items are not approved and the
contractor is allowed to execute the work as per BOQ quantity only in
consultation with PC, Security consultant and EE (E) for its position
placement.

25)

BOQ ITEM - 13.15
Supply

and

fixing

of video

cable

(RG-ll

unarmoured

video

cable)

(SKYTONE/

SUNTRACK)
Reason of variationHistory
but as per approved
GFC drawing
no.As per BOQ QTY is 7000MTR
SEI/ AIIMS/CCTV /01/02,
SEI/ AIIMS/CCTV /01/03,
SEI/ AIIMS/CCTV /01/01,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /02/02,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /02/03,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /02/0l,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /03/02,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /03/03,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /03/01,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /04/02,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /04/03,
SEI/ AIIMS./BB/CCTV /04/01,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /05/02,
SEll AIIMS/BB/CCTV /05/03,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /05/01,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /06/02,
SEIj AIIMS/BB/CCTV /06/03,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /06/01,
SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /07 /02, SEI/ AIIMS/BB/CCTV /07/03,

q::/AI~/CCTV! 7/01,

V
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SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j08jOl,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j08j02.
and site requirement
QTY- will
be 16000MTR.
The work is under scope of Mjs L&T (Package
-II) and the quantity
deviated as per the site condition as recommended
by Pc.
Comments of PC- The quantity above 30% i.e. 6900 may be approved to facilitate CCTV
system for security reason of Hospital Complex. However the payment will be made as per
the actual measurement
at site.
Quantity. Rate and Financial implication-- The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ is (7000+2100)
is proposed

= 9100MTR

to be approved

implication

in principle

Recommendation
submitted
project

26)

rate

of project

of Rs. 79.00.

So the

= Rs. 5,45,100.00.

total

financial

So the above

item

and financially.

due checking

Decision and approval
Rate, amount

market

and Acceptance

by PC after

engineers

at the

= 6900MTR

30% = (16000-9100)

beyond

will be Rs. 79.00 x 6900

for 6900MTR

may' be approved

and Quantity

of EIC = The EIC has accepted
and evaluation

and necessary

cell and hence recommended

the

rate

corrections

analysis
(if any) of

to ERe.

of ERC - After due deliberation,

the ERC approved

the quantity,

for the above said work.

BOQ ITEM - 13.16
Supply and fixing of power
(SKYTONEj SUNTRACK)
Reason of variationHistory

cables

(unarmoured

3 C x 1.5 sq.mm

power

cable)

As per BOQ QTY is 4S00MTR but as per approved GFC drawing - SElj AIIMSjCCTV j01j01,
SElj AIIMSjCCTV j01j02,
SElj AIIMSjCCTV j01j03,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j02jOl,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j02j02,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j02j03,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j03jOl,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j03j02,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j03j03,
SElj AIIMSjBB/CCTV /04jOl,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j04j02,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j04j03,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV JOSj01,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV jOSj02,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV JOSj03,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j06j01,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j06j02,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j06j03,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j07 j01,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j07 j02,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j07 j03,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j08jOl,
SElj AIIMSjBBjCCTV j08j02.
and site requirement
QTY- will be 163S0MTR. The work is
under scope of Mjs L&T (Package -II) and the quantity deviated as per the site condition
as recommended
by Pc.

Comments of PC- The quantity

above 30% i.e. 10S00MTR may be approved
to facilitate
CCTV system for security reason of Hospital Complex. However the payment will be made
as per the actual measurement
at site.
Quantity. Rate and Financial implication-- The Total BOQ Qty. and Qty. within 30% of
BOQ

is

(4500+1350)

10500MTR
financial

=S8S0MTR

is proposed

implication

cr· W

to be approved

for 10S00MTR

above item may be approved

Vf-\

and

Quantity

at the market

will be Rs. 124.00

in principle

and financially.
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(16350-5850)
=
rate of Rs. 124.00. So the total

beyond

30%

x 10500

=

= Rs.13,02,OOO.00.

So the

Recommendation
and Acceptance of EIC = The EIC has accepted the rate analysis
submitted by PC after due checking and evaluation and necessary corrections (if any) of
project engineers of project cell and hence recommended to ERe.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation,
Rate, amount for the above said work.
27)

the ERC approved

the quantity,

Release of withhold amount of Rs.2. 60. 54. 347.00 as Milestone against
BG.
M/s L&T Ltd has applied to release of withheld milestone from RA.20th and 25th
bills amounting Rs.2, 60, 54, 347.00 for the work of Construction of hospital complex in
AIIMS like institute in Bhubaneswar. (Request letter from M/s L&T Ltd is enclosed in
annexure- II)
During 23rd ERC meeting, the matter of approval and finalization of EOT (shifting of
milestone) was taken and it was decided by all other members that EOT case is a tedious
matter it may be sent to ministry after completion of work.
In this situation as M/s L&T Ltd has requested to replace the cash amount withhold
for non achieving of milestone to be released against Bank Guarantee, vide package-Il
letter no-LTCD/B&F /LE100381/ AIIMS/544 Dt-23rd Sept'2016.
PC Comments- HSCC (I) Ltd as PC has recommended vide letter no-HSCC/ AIIMSHousing/155\B/SO/BBS/2122/2016
Dt -27-09-2016
with a comment
that 'the
agreement doesn't have any provision for the release of milestone against BG' but for
early completion of the project, the withheld milestone against BG may be released as the
same case has been approved at AIIMS, Raipur.
Recommendations
of project cell- It is well known that there is no such provision
in agreement and such type provisions are not required also. This is the replacement of
cash amount by the bank guarantee and in the situation when the department is not able
to decide the matter early, then request of the contractor may be accepted and withhold
amount for non achieving milestone may be released/replaced
by the bank guarantee of
equal amount till the EOT matter is decided. It will help to increase the progress of the
work as the said amount will increase the cash flow of the contractor. However an
undertaking may be taken from. the contractor that is amount will be used for left
out/pending work of the AIIMS, Bhubaneswar project.
Decision and approval of ERC - After due deliberation, the ERC has given the approval
for the release of Rs.2, 60, 54, 347.00 after getting same amount of Bank Guarantee from
the contractor of Package - II (M/s L&T), with the condition that a undertaking should be
taken from the contractor that the amount released against bank Guarantee should be
used for left out / pending work of AIIMS, Bhubaneswar project.

Package-IV
Civil work (Deviated Items}
28)

BOQ Item -7.10, SUBSTITUTE ITEM-1- was discussed and after due discussion,
decided that the items will be taken to next ERC meeting.

it was

Declaration by the Superintending
Engineer and EIC in regards to all the above 27
items axcept item no. - 28- Certified that the correctness of variation in the quantities
and rates proposed in the variation items are reasonable prevailing market rate at the
time of execution of the work and after taking into account trade discounts. Further the SE
has also certified that there is no comments from previous PC and DDPRC is available in
regards to all these above items besides certifying that all the instruction of PMSSY
Division, MOH&FW, Gal, has been followed in execution and seeking approval in these
cases.
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